Abstract-Physical impairments, such as noise and signal distortions, negatively affect the quality of information transfer in optical networks. The effect of physical impairments predominantly augments with distance and bit rate of the signal to the point that it becomes detrimental to the information transfer. To reverse the effect of physical impairments, the signal needs to be regenerated at nodes that have regeneration capabilities. Regenerators are costly and are, therefore, usually only sparsely placed in the network, in which case it is referred to as a translucent network. This paper deals with two problems in translucent networks, namely: (1) how to incorporate impairment awareness in the routing algorithms, and (2) how many regenerators to place inside the network and where. We propose exact and heuristic algorithms for impairment-aware path selection and, through simulations, show that our heuristic T IARA is computationally efficient and performs very close to our exact algorithm EIARA. Subsequently, we propose a greedy algorithm for placing regenerators that, contrary to previous proposals, is suitable for multiple impairment metrics, has polynomial complexity for a single impairment metric, and is cheaper in terms of the number of regenerators needed.
I. INTRODUCTION
Optical networks using wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM) technology are being widely deployed in long-haul and metro/regional networks. In transparent optical networks, the signal is transmitted in the optical domain from the source to the destination, without any conversion to the electrical domain. If the signal is not regenerated at intermediate nodes, noise and signal distortions are accumulated along the physical path. The noise and signal distortions are known as physical impairments and degrade the quality of the received signal. Especially for long distances and high bit rates, the signal degradation may lead to an unacceptable bit error rate (BER).
To overcome physical impairments, re-amplification, reshaping, and re-timing, which are collectively known as 3R regeneration, are used at intermediate nodes. Since regenerators are costly, it is practical to have only sparse regeneration capacity in the network. A network that uses sparse regeneration is known as a translucent optical network.
This paper deals with two problems in translucent optical networks, namely: (1) how to incorporate impairment awareness in the routing algorithms, and (2) how many regenerators to place inside the network and where. The outline of this paper is as follows. In Sec. II, we present a model of an optical transport network and discuss the key physical impairments that can be encountered in such a network. In Sec. III, we briefly overview the work related to impairment-aware routing and regenerator placement. In Sec. IV, we propose impairment-aware path selection algorithms in translucent networks. In Sec. V, we deal with the regenerator placement problem. We conclude in Sec. VI. 1 shows the components that make up a typical transmission system of a translucent optical transport network (OTN). In this model, a node is mainly composed of an alloptical switch, optional regenerators, transponders, multiplexers, demultiplexers, and pre-and post-amplifiers; whereas a fiber link is a WDM line system comprising of fibers and amplifiers. At a given node, transponders modulate electrical signals onto distinct wavelengths. These wavelengths are then multiplexed and the multiplexed signal is pre-amplified before being propagated through the WDM line. At the receiver end, the signal is post-amplified and de-multiplexed into individual signals. A link has a single fiber in each direction, each containing a number of wavelengths to be used by lightpaths.
II. IMPAIRMENTS MODEL
In Fig. 1 , only one direction is shown. We assume that there is no conversion at any of the nodes, which implies that a lightpath should use the same wavelength on all of its links.
At each node, there are add and drop ports for data to locally enter and leave the network. Each incoming signal is demultiplexed and switched inside a translucent node using an all-optical switching fabric, which can switch an optical signal from any input port to any other output port. In a translucent network, certain wavelengths may pass through the pool of regenerators so that the quality of their signals is restored through regeneration. We assume that the optical switches at the translucent nodes have enough ports to support incoming signals as well as regenerated signals. It is possible that some nodes do not have regenerators, thus providing only the service of locally adding and dropping of wavelengths. We define a regeneration segment of a lightpath to be a transparent segment (i.e., one or more links) between two regenerator nodes (including source and destination nodes) of the lightpath. A lightpath can be made up of multiple regeneration segments. There is no need for a lightpath to be regenerated at the source and destination nodes. After a transit signal is regenerated, its original physical features are restored. Thus, from a physical impairment point of view, the effect of physical impairments along the path followed to reach the regenerator node is completely removed. Each lightpath is assumed to require a single wavelength and each request represents a single lightpath (otherwise, each lightpath can be considered independently).
According to RFC 4054 [29] , physical impairments can be classified into two categories: linear and non-linear impairments. Linear impairments are independent of signal power and affect wavelengths individually. Non-linear impairments generate dispersion on channels and crosstalk between channels. We shall present the main impairments listed in [29] .
• Polarization Mode Dispersion (PMD) is a form of modal dispersion where two different polarizations of light in a waveguide travel at different speeds due to imperfections and asymmetries, causing random spreading of optical pulses. PMD is expressed in ps/ √ km, which means that its square value is additive with distance.
• Amplifier Spontaneous Emission (ASE) refers to the emission of radiation (photons) due to the presence of an electromagnetic field. ASE degrades the optical signal to noise ratio (OSNR) and is reflected in that measure. In practice, vendors generally provide bounds on the length of the transparent segment and number of spans in order to ensure an acceptable level of OSNR. Assuming the same output power at all amplifiers along a segment, the constraint on the number of spans H is computed as
where n sp (j) and γ(j) are the spontaneous emission factor and the amplifier gain of the j-th amplifier, respectively; P L is the average optical power, h is Planck's constant, v is the carrier frequency, and B o is the optical bandwidth.
• Other linear impairments, like Polarization Dependent Loss (PDL), Chromatic Dispersion, Crosstalk, and Effective Passband, can be approximated by a domain-wide margin on the OSNR, plus in some cases a bound on the number of networking elements along the path [29] .
• Incorporating non-linear impairments is much more complex and requires a detailed knowledge of the physical network. Strand and Chiu [29] suggested to trade-off accuracy for simplicity and to assume that the non-linear impairments are bounded and implicitly reflected in a maximum number of spans. The major physical impairments can, therefore, be well approximated by one or more link-based additive metric(s) and corresponding constraint(s) (for instance on length and number of spans) [24] . In the literature, different types of cost functions have been suggested for links and nodes to represent their physical impairments during the path-selection process. These include the distance of a link [35] , a logical distance [10] , a combination of distance and hopcount [4] , a cost that is a function of the Four-Wave Mixing (FWM) crosstalk [19] , the signal quality Q-factor [7] [35] , an aggregated cost of monitored link information [23] , and the noise variance [11] . Approaches dealing with multiple metrics explicitly have also been considered (e.g., [20] , [24] ). These metrics may represent measured or computed physical impairment values. Our work is independent of the impairment cost function used, and is applicable to single or multiple additive link metrics.
III. RELATED WORK
There has been an increasing interest in dealing with physical impairments in optical networks. Most of the related work is either directed to (1) studying the problem of finding feasible paths that satisfy a given set of impairment constraints or (2) studying the optimal placement of regenerators in a network. We shall briefly discuss the work in both areas.
Azodolmolky et al. [2] have surveyed impairment-aware routing and wavelength assignment (RWA) algorithms. These impairment-aware algorithms commonly fall into two categories. In one category, the path and the wavelength of a lightpath are computed in the traditional way without taking into account the physical impairments, and subsequently the quality of the selected lightpath is tested against physical impairments [1] , [12] , [18] , [21] . Then, new paths are computed if the candidate paths do not meet the physical impairment thresholds. In the second category, the physical impairment values are considered in the routing and/or wavelength assignment process [7] , [11] , [19] , [22] , [24] , [26] . In these works, information pertaining to physical impairments is incorporated in finding a suitable path. However, most of them do not account for the presence of regenerator nodes during path computation. In order to achieve optimal use of regenerators, the physical impairment values of segments between regenerator nodes should be verified during the path computation process (as in our approach), and not after the path is finally computed. We provide a detailed study into the complexity of this problem and propose both exact and heuristic algorithms.
There are several papers dealing with the placement of regenerators, e.g. [15] , [16] , [21] , [25] , [27] , [30] , [31] , [32] . Some of the approaches depend on the type of physical impairments and some of them are specific to certain networks. In addition, most of them consider a single physical impairment metric. Chen et al. [5] have studied the regenerator placement problem for a single metric (i.e., distance) with the objective of finding the minimum number of nodes, where regenerators are to be placed so that there is a feasible path between any pair of nodes in the given network. They have shown that this problem is NP-complete and have provided heuristic algorithms. Flammini et al. [8] have considered different variants of the regenerator placement problem (also for a single metric) under the assumption that all links have the same cost, thus the impairment threshold is basically determined by the hopcount of the path. The main goal in the aforementioned regenerator placement studies is to minimize the number of nodes where regenerators are placed (regenerator nodes). However, this approach has two major drawbacks. Firstly, minimizing the number of regenerator nodes does not necessarily minimize the total number of regenerators needed, which directly affects the cost associated with regeneration. Secondly, minimizing the number of regenerator nodes leads to an NP-complete problem (even for a single metric). Therefore, in this paper, we study the regenerator placement problem where the main objective is to minimize the total number of regenerators used in the network, and we show that this problem is polynomially solvable for a single metric.
IV. IMPAIRMENT-AWARE PATH SELECTION
In this section, we shall assume that a network is given with a scarce amount of regenerators in place and that requests arrive in an online fashion, i.e. without prior knowledge of when and between which nodes these requests are made. We define the impairment-aware routing problem as follows.
Problem 1: The impairment-aware routing problem: The physical optical network is modeled as a graph G(N , L), where N is the set of N nodes and L is the set of L links. Associated with each fiber link (u, v) ∈ L are m physical impairments r i (u, v), i = 1, . . . , m. N R ⊆ N represents the set of R nodes that have (spare) regeneration capacity. A request is represented by the tuple (s, d, ∆), where s, d ∈ N are the source and destination nodes of the request and ∆ = {∆ 1 , . . . , ∆ m } represents m threshold values for the m physical impairments. The impairment-aware routing problem is to find a route from source to destination that does not exceed any of the thresholds ∆ i , i = 1, . . . , m on any of its regeneration segments.
We illustrate this problem for m = 1 impairment using the example network in Fig. 2 (a) for a request (s, d, 5). In this example, the shortest path from s to d goes via the direct link (s, d), but this path violates the impairment threshold, i.e., r(s, d) = 6 > ∆. The only feasible path is s − t − d, where t is a regenerator node, because for the regeneration segments P s→t = s − t and P t→d = t − d, it holds that r(P s→t ) = r(P t→d ) = 5 ≤ ∆. Consider now the instance in Fig. 2(b) , where, given a request (s, d, 5), there is a feasible walk s − 2 − t − 2 − d, but there is no feasible simple path for the impairment-aware routing problem. However, it is of interest to consider a variant of the impairment-aware routing problem where only simple paths are admitted as solutions. Such restrictions may be due to scarcity of resources (link or node capacities) or management considerations.
We first present a Polynomial-time Impairment-Aware Routing Algorithm (P IARA) for finding a path from source s to destination d subject to a single impairment threshold ∆ and for the case that loops are allowed (i.e., nodes and links may be revisited). P IARA will serve as a module for our loopless impairment-aware routing algorithms.
, a cost equal to r(P * u→v )). 4) Find a (shortest) path from s to d in G 0 and substitute the links of the path in G 0 with the corresponding subpaths in G.
By replacing the shortest path algorithm in Step 1 of P IARA with a multi-constrained path algorithm (like SAM-CRA [33] ), we can deal with multiple impairments. However, since multi-constrained path selection is a (weakly) NP-complete problem [17] , P IARA will no longer be of polynomial complexity. P IARA assumes that link or node capacities are not confining, even when traversed multiple times. When link or node capacities are confining we may need to find loop-free paths, which is considered in the remainder of this section. Although it is clear that the problem is NPcomplete for m > 1 impairments, we shall demonstrate in the following that the problem is NP-complete for m = 1 as well. 
Theorem 1:
The impairment-aware loopless routing problem is strongly NP-complete 1 . To prove that the problem is strongly NP-complete, we shall use the Maximum Length-Bounded Disjoint Paths (MLBDP) problem [9] , which is defined as follows.
Problem 2: The maximum length-bounded disjoint paths problem: Given an undirected graph G, source s and destination d, and positive integers b and K, does G contain K or more mutually node-disjoint paths from s to d, none involving more than b links?
The MLBDP problem was proven to be NP-complete for b ≥ 5 by Itai et al. in [13] and later proven to be APX-hard 2 for b ≥ 5 by Bley in [3] .
Proof: When we are given a path it is easy to verify whether it obeys the threshold ∆ or not. The problem is therefore in NP. We shall provide a reduction to the MLBDP problem to prove strong NP-completeness.
Any instance of the MLBDP problem can be transformed in polynomial time to an impairment-aware routing instance as follows. The source node is split into K source nodes s 1 , ..., s K and the destination node is split into K destination nodes d 1 , ..., d K . Each of these source (destination) nodes is connected to the same nodes as the original source (destination) node. Sofar all links have a weight of 1. We add a new source and connect it to s 1 with a link of weight x − b. For each pair of source nodes (s 2i , s 2i+1 ), for i = 1, ...,
¦ , we add a new regenerator node and link it to s 2i with weight 2ib and to s 2i+1 with weight x − (2i + 1)b. For each pair of destination nodes
, we add a new regenerator node and link it to d 2i−1 with weight (2i−1)b and to d 2i with weight x − 2ib. The last node (either s K or d K ) is connected to a new destination node through a link with weight Kb. Fig. 3 visualizes this construction for K = 4. If we choose ∆ = x+b and x > 2Kb, then solving the impairment-aware routing problem in the new graph provides a solution to the MLBDP problem. Moreover, since Kb ≤ 2(N − 1), we have that ∆ = O(N ), which on its turn means that the impairment-aware routing problem is strongly NP-complete.
Since good approximation schemes are unlikely to exist, as indicated by Theorem 1, we focus in the following sections on exact and heuristic solutions.
A. Problem variants
Depending on how regenerator nodes are used, associating an objective with solving the impairment-aware routing problem can lead to several problem variants. We shall first focus on the case of m = 1 impairment, after which we present our algorithms for the general case of m ≥ 1 impairments.
Variant 1: Find the shortest (in terms of physical impairment) feasible path. Regenerators can be used at no extra cost.
Variant 2: Given that each used regenerator has a cost of usage that will be added to the total path length, find the shortest feasible path.
Variant 3: Find a feasible path that uses the fewest number of regenerators. In case of a tie, the one with shortest length is returned.
Problem variants 2 and 3 can be transformed into problem variant 1 by splitting each regenerator node in the input graph G into four nodes as shown in Fig. 4 (a) for undirected networks and Fig. 4(b) for directed networks. In these figures, the link weight x equals the cost of using the given regenerator in problem variant 2, while x = ∆ in problem variant 3. We will focus on solving problem variant 1. In solving the impairment-aware shortest path routing problem, we have to take into account two parameters during the search process:
1) The total length r(P ) of a (sub)path P accumulated since the source node. 2) The length r 0 (P ) since the last used regenerator node (or the source node) along a (sub)path P .
The fact that r 0 (P ) does not reflect an end-to-end property prevents a simple adoption of multi-parameter algorithms like SAMCRA [33] . Two search-space reducing techniques that are used in SAMCRA are the concept of non-dominance (or Pareto optimality) and the concept of look-ahead (or A * ). We will demonstrate that, while the concept of non-dominance cannot be used, we can apply the look-ahead concept with some modifications.
1) Non-dominance:
When solving multi-constrained routing problems, at any intermediate node, it does not make sense to consider a (sub)path that has worse weights (i.e., higher or equal in every metric) than another (sub)path. Such paths are said to be dominated and are discarded, thereby reducing the search space. This non-dominance technique fails in impairment-aware routing as shown in Fig. 5 . In this example, the request is (s, d, 9) and t is the only regenerator node. At node 3, the subpath P 1 = s − 3 with r(P 1 ) = r 0 (P 1 ) = 8
is dominated by the subpath P 2 = s − 1 − 2 − 3 with r(P 2 ) = r 0 (P 2 ) = 7. However, P 1 cannot be discarded since it is part of the only feasible path
Assuming non-negative link weights, the non-dominance principle prevents loops along a path. In its absence, we will have to check for loops explicitly. An example wherein the concept of non-dominance fails for impairment-aware routing. The request is (s, d, 9) and node t is a regenerator.
2) Look-ahead: Look-ahead refers to finding lower bounds on the weights of the remaining subpath towards the destination in order to predict whether the current subpath will exceed any of the constraints. For multi-constrained routing, this information is built by computing for each metric, the shortest paths tree rooted at the destination node to each node in the network. For the impairment-aware routing problem, we employ two types of look-ahead values for each node, i.e., the length of the node to its nearest regenerator node and the shortest length of the node to the destination node. The former is used to calculate whether the current segment of the given subpath will lead to a length higher than ∆, while the latter is used to assess whether the lower bound on the end-toend length of the given subpath exceeds (R + 1)∆, since any feasible path can use a maximum of R regenerators, where R is the total number of regenerator nodes in the network.
B. Exact Impairment-Aware Routing Algorithm (EIARA)
As in Dijkstra's algorithm, our Exact Impairment-Aware Routing Algorithm (EIARA) records information pertaining to subpaths leading up to intermediate nodes in the path selection process. However, for each intermediate node, unlike Dijkstra's algorithm, which stores only a single subpath, EIARA maintains a list of several feasible subpaths with their corresponding impairment values and sets of regenerator nodes. We now describe in detail how EIARA works.
In order to prevent, if possible, the more expensive operations in the latter parts of the code, EIARA calls algorithm Algorithm 2 EIARA (G, s, d, N R , ∆) 1: for i = 1, . . . , m do 2:
STOP → return no path found! 5:
if (NOT(loop)) then 8: for j = 1, . . . , m do 9: inf easible ← CHECK_CONS(P i , ∆ j ) 10: if (inf easible) then 11: goto
Rbound i [u] ← r i (P 
33: 
INSERT(Q, v, counter[v], RL) P IARA for each impairment metric i in Lines 1-12. If P IARA fails to find a path for metric i, then EIARA exits in Line 4. However, if P IARA returns a path, this path is returned as a feasible solution only if it does not contain loops and satisfies all the other constraints. Hence, the flag loop is set to true if the path contains loops in Line 6, and infeasible is set to true if the path fails to satisfy any of the other constraints in Line 9.
For each node u, Rnear i [u] and Rbound i [u] are computed in Lines 14-18, which represent the look-ahead lengths of node u to its nearest regenerator node (or destination node) and the destination node, respectively for metric i. The shortest path between two nodes u and v of metric i is denoted as P i u→v . In addition, counter [u] , which represents the number of subpaths maintained for each node u, is set to zero. In Line 20, the queue Q that stores all the computed subpaths in the network is initialized to an empty set. The path counter of the source node s (i.e., counter[s]) is incremented in Line 21, and in Line 22 the subpath that contains only node s is inserted into the queue with a value of 0 for all impairment metrics.
Lines 24-44 search for the solution as long as the queue Q is not empty (otherwise, there is no feasible path). In Line 25, EXTRACT-MIN extracts the best subpath (e.g., the one with the smallest max i {r i (P )}) in Q. Let the extracted subpath be the k-th subpath of a node u, which is denoted as P [u, k]. If node u is the destination node, then subpath P [u, k] is returned as the solution by concatenating the predecessor list π in Line 27. If node u is not the destination node, each node adjacent to node u is considered in Lines 29-44. In Line 30, the function BACKTRACK returns true if adjacent node v has already been encountered along this subpath, and false otherwise. In Line 32, RL 0 i , which is the predicted length from the last regenerator node along the current subpath to the nearest regenerator node of node v in metric i is computed. In Line 33, RL i , which is the predicted end-to-end length (i.e., source to destination node) in metric i of the current subpath is computed. If a cycle is not detected along the current subpath, and the values of RL 0 i and RL i do not exceed ∆ i and (R + 1)∆ i , respectively, the path counter of node v is incremented in Line 37. The corresponding information associated with the new subpath, i.e. r i (the length of the subpath in metric i), r 0 i (the length since the last regenerator node in metric i), and π (the predecessor list) are assigned in Lines 38-43. If node v is a regenerator node, the length since the last regenerator node along the current subpath is set to zero in Line 42. This does not necessarily mean that this regenerator node will be used along the current subpath. Instead, after EIARA finds the final solution, it identifies the regenerator nodes where regeneration is absolutely necessary. This can be accomplished by only using regenerators that are farthest, but within ∆ i for each i = 1, ..., m, from the previous regenerator or source. Finally, the subpath is inserted into Q in Line 44. Since EIARA is essentially a brute-force approach that only prunes paths from the search space (via the look-ahead concept) that are provably infeasible, EIARA is guaranteed to be exact.
The complexity of EIARA can be computed as follows (disregarding O(1) operations). Lines 1-12 have a complexity of O(mRL + mRN log N ) and the operations in Lines 14-18 have the same complexity. Let k max be the maximum number of subpaths that are computed for any intermediate node. Then, the queue Q contains at most k max N subpaths. When using a Fibonacci or Relaxed Heap to structure the queue, selecting the best subpath takes at most O(log(k max N )) time [6] . Since each node can be selected at most k max times from the queue, the EXTRACT 
C. Heuristics
In this section, we provide two heuristics. Our first heuristic is named T IARA, i.e., Tunable Impairment-Aware Routing Algorithm, and it is identical to EIARA except that the maximum number of subpaths k max that can be computed for any node is now bounded by a fixed k that is part of the input 3 . If k = 1, as set in the simulations, the complexity of T IARA is O(mRN log N + LN ). The second heuristic is called the Loop Avoidance Heuristic LAH. Algorithm LAH(G, s, d, N R , ∆), as in algorithm P IARA(G, s, d, N R , ∆) given earlier, computes the shortest paths between the regenerator nodes (including s and d) in creating graph G 0 . The difference is that LAH tries to avoid loops by assigning link weights in G 0 that reflect the "criticality" of links, which in this case relates to the number of paths associated with a link. Other measures of criticality could also be used.
D. Simulation Results
In this subsection, we tested the algorithms under a wide range of instances. Specifically, we present case-by-case comparisons of the three algorithms, where we create thousands of graphs from a particular class, and for each graph we run the algorithms for a single request. The performance metrics that we use to compare the algorithms are the success ratio (i.e., the ratio of requests with feasible paths to the total number of requests) and the average time an algorithm takes to find a feasible path (only requests for which feasible paths are found by all the three algorithms are considered). We first give simulation results on a carrier's backbone network that has been used in other works [24] , [34] . The network has 28 nodes and 43 links. The source and destination nodes of each request are randomly selected. Similarly, the regenerator nodes are randomly chosen. Table I shows the parameters used in this simulation, which are similar to those suggested in [24] and [28] . As in [24] , we assume that ASE is the dominant physical impairment. We compare the performance of our three algorithms and a K-shortest path approach that has been used in [18] , where at most K shortest paths are computed and the path that fits first is selected. In Figure 6 , it can be seen that the K-shortest paths approach performs poorly for small values of K. The success ratio of the K-shortest paths approach becomes comparable to those of our algorithms only for very large values of K (e.g., K = 100), making it less suitable for impairment-aware path selection in translucent optical networks.
We have also performed extensive simulations on random and lattice networks. The link weights were uniformly distributed within a scaled and normalized range of (0, 1]. In practice, we expect a more positive correlation between links individually and also between the m impairment values of a link, which would simplify the problem. Also, without loss of generality, we assume that the threshold values are equal, i.e., ∆ i = ∆ for i = 1, ..., m. For each request, the source and destination nodes are randomly assigned. In addition, the regenerator nodes are placed randomly in such a way that there are no two adjacent nodes with regeneration capacity. If two regenerator nodes are directly connected by a link with feasible link weights, then they can be merged to form a "super regenerator node" without affecting the feasibility of any path. Such preprocessing of the graph could reduce the network size and make the problem relatively easier, which is avoided in our set-up.
We have observed that the results for the lattice networks have been worse than for the random graphs, when the network size and link-weight distribution are the same. The reason is that a larger expected hopcount in lattice networks increases the probability that the impairment thresholds will be violated. We shall only present the results for the lattice networks. We have also observed that EIARA is generally fast when a feasible path exists, but in some cases it can take a long time to decide that no solution exists. As noted earlier, we only present the computation times for requests that are accepted by all the three algorithms. Figure 7 shows the success ratios of the three algorithms for lattice networks of N = 49 by varying the impairment threshold ∆. It can be seen that an increase in the impairment threshold leads to a relaxation of the problem, and consequently increases the probability that a feasible path exists (and is found). In fact, after ∆ = 2.4, both EIARA and T IARA find feasible paths for all requests.
1) Different impairment thresholds:
2) Different number of regenerator nodes: Figures 8 and  9 show the success ratios and average times of the three algorithms for lattice networks of N = 49 by varying the number of regenerator nodes R. Since increasing the number of regenerator nodes improves the possibility of finding a feasible path, the success ratio grows fast with the number of regenerator nodes. The average time of finding a feasible path also increases with the number of regenerator nodes. This is because, in EIARA and T IARA, the number of feasible subpaths that are considered in the path computation process increases, while in LAH, the number of links in L 0 increases.
In general, the simulations show that although LAH is somewhat faster than T IARA, T IARA is also fast and always outperforms (often considerably) LAH. Moreover, the quality of T IARA's solutions are quite close to the exact solutions of EIARA. Hence, T IARA is our preferred choice, offering close-to-optimal performance within a reasonable computational complexity.
V. THE REGENERATOR PLACEMENT PROBLEM
In Section IV we considered online requests arriving to a network with regenerators in place. In this section we shall consider the offline case, where all the source and destination nodes are known in advance. This case also allows for optimally allocating regenerators, which will be the focus of this section. Moreover, we argue that all nodes in a network are already regularly maintained, and minimizing the number of regenerator nodes due to maintenance costs is therefore of less importance than minimizing the number of regenerators. We assume that only the network and a set of requests are given. As in [5] and [8] , we assume that there are enough wavelengths so that the wavelength continuity constraint is relaxed.
Problem 3: The Regenerator Placement Problem: The physical optical network is modeled as a graph G(N , L), where N is the set of N nodes and L is the set of L links. Associated with each fiber link (u, v) ∈ L are m physical impairments r i (u, v), i = 1, . . . , m. Given are a set of requests with request j represented by the tuple (s j , d j , ∆), where s j , d j ∈ N are the source and destination nodes of request j and ∆ = {∆ 1 , . . . , ∆ m } represents m threshold values for the m physical impairments. The regenerator placement problem is to minimize the total number of regenerators such that each request is assigned a simple path that does not exceed the respective thresholds on any of its regeneration segments.
We note that the above problem, namely minimizing the total number of regenerators, is different than that of minimizing the number of regenerator nodes in a network. The latter is shown to be NP-hard [8] for the case m = 1. The difference between the two problems is illustrated in the example depicted in Figure 10 for m = 1. 3 , ∆) at node c. Since the total regeneration cost in a network depends mainly on the number of regenerator nodes needed, our approach leads to a cheaper solution than that of minimizing the number of regenerator nodes in the network. Since at a given time, a regenerator can only be used by a single lightpath, the allocation of regenerators to each request can be considered independently. Thus, the regenerator placement problem is reduced to solving a regenerator placement problem for individual requests. For each request, the problem is then to assign a feasible simple path by allocating the necessary regenerators, while minimizing the total number of regenerators needed. We call this problem the Single Request Regenerator Placement (SRRP) problem. For m > 1, the SRRP problem is obviously NP-complete (it includes the multi-constrained path problem), however we show that the problem is polynomially solvable for m = 1. We first provide an exact algorithm called ESRRP , and subsequently prove its exactness. In Step 1 of ESSRP , a multi-constrained path is computed between each pair of nodes in the network. For m > 1, an exact multi-constrained path algorithm, such as SAMCRA [33] , can be employed. However, for m = 1, the ESRRP algorithm is polynomial, since Step 1 is basically finding the shortest paths between all pairs of nodes.
The notations used in the following theorems are given in the ESRRP algorithm.
Theorem 2: The minimum number of regenerators required by any path from s to d is at least R = (P 0 s→d ) − 1. (G, s, d, ∆) 1) For each pair of node, u, v ∈ N , find a (shortest) path s→d with the corresponding subpaths P * u→v in G to obtain P s→d . 5) Remove all loops in P s→d to obtain the optimal solution.
Algorithm 4 ESRRP
Proof: We prove by contradiction. Assume that there is a path P 00 s→d in G from s to d that needs only k < R regenerators and let {n 1 , n 2 , . . . , n k } be the nodes (in that order) in P 00 s→d where the regenerators are placed. Hence, there should be links
there is a path from s to d through these nodes with a hopcount of (P . , m, then removing the loop will not affect the feasibility of the path and the total number of regenerators required. But if r i (P a−b ) + r i (P b−c ) > ∆ i for any physical impairment i, then there is a regenerator in the loop (the regenerator can be either at b or at any other node in the loop). Then, placing the regenerator at node b and removing the loop will not affect the feasibility of the path and the total number of regenerators required. This process is repeated until all the loops in P 0 s→d are removed in order to obtain a loopless path of R regenerators.
For m > 1, the complexity of ESRRP is entirely dominated by the multi-constrained path computation in Step 1. For example, if SAMCRA is used, the complexity of ESRRP will be O(k max N log(k max N ) + k 2 max mL), where k max is the maximum number of paths that are computed for any node. On the other hand, for m = 1, the complexity of ESRRP is determined by three major operations in the algorithm: constructing graph G Therefore, the total complexity of ESRRP for m = 1 is O(N 2 log N + NL).
VI. CONCLUSIONS In optical networks, physical impairments, such as noise and signal distortions, degrade the quality of the signal. These impairments become more severe with distance and bit rate, unless the signal is regenerated timely. Since regenerators are costly, they are generally sparsely deployed, and such networks are called translucent networks. In this paper we have studied two important problems pertinent to routing in translucent networks, namely: (1) the problem of selecting a path that meets one or more impairment constraints, and (2) the problem of placing regenerators for a given set of requests. We have shown that the impairment-aware path selection problem is NP-complete, even for the case of a single impairment. Subsequently, we have provided an exact algorithm EIARA and heuristic algorithms. Through simulations we have demonstrated that our heuristic T IARA is computationally efficient and offers close-to-optimal solutions.
In the regenerator placement problem, we have focused on minimizing the total number of regenerators needed, instead of minimizing the number of regenerator nodes, which was the focus of previous studies. Our motivation has been that the number of regenerators directly affects the cost associated with regeneration. We have shown that the problem is polynomially solvable for m = 1 and is NP-complete for m > 1, and we have established an exact algorithm (ESRRP ) for it.
